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In the design of your training sessions

CONSULTING

ACTION’TRAINING

"I don’t know how to implement this solution? Where do I
start? How do I organise myself?"

"How can I empower my teams to create their own training
sessions?"

The MOBITEACH team defines with you your training
strategy or more specifically your different learning
strategies integrating our intelligent solution of virtual
and face-to-face classrooms.

The MOBITEACH team develops the operational skills of
your employees by accompanying them on the phases of
pedagogical design and multimedia production with our
MOBITEACH tool.

PRODUCTION

ASSISTANCE

"Can I outsource the production of MOBITEACH training
sessions?"

"What happens next? Am I going to be alone with my
questions and problems?"

The MOBITEACH team has an internal team capable
of offering you a differentiated approach, using agile
methods and techniques.

When you have a MOBITEACH license, the team manages
all your requests, whether they are questions of use or
incident management, whether in project or production
mode.

OUR SUPPORT
Thanks to our experience in digital learning engineering,
for distance or face-to-face training, we can advise you on
the choices best suited to your training objectives.
We co-construct your learning device using our agile,
involving and collaborative methodology.
Our team supports you throughout your project, with
caring, listening and availability.

The solution to boost your face-to-face
and distance learning courses.

+33 4 38 12 83 63
contact@mobiteach.fr
mobiteach.fr

MOBITEACH
1 rue des pins
38100 GRENOBLE
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A TAILOR-MADE TRAINING
● Our action’training is adapted to your needs and your business issues.
● Before starting the training, each participant defines a training course to be designed and
delivered during a face-to-face or distance session with MOBITEACH.
● The action’training is conducted with small groups for a better involvement and a better
follow-up of the trainees.

The action’training on pedagogical reengineering with MOBITEACH.

Getting started

Going deeper

A one-hour Webinar
10 participants

Several one-hour webinars, separated by individual practice intersessions, 6 participants

1h

1h

1h

Intersession

Discovering the main functionalities of
MOBITEACH
Facilitation of a distance training with
the MOBITEACH solution

1h

Intersession

Intersession

Training
creation

Going deeper in the use of MOBITEACH
Creating learning activities with MOBITEACH
Adapting existing training courses to the use of
MOBITEACH both for face-to-face and distance training

AN ATTENTIVE TEAM
Throughout this action’training, we remain attentive to
the learner, during the intersessional period and after
the training, to support him throughout his learning
in the pedagogical design of his training sessions with
MOBITEACH.

The solution to boost your face-to-face and
distance learning courses.

+33 4 38 12 83 63
contact@mobiteach.fr
mobiteach.fr

MOBITEACH
1 rue des pins
38100 GRENOBLE

